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**Abstract**

Solving Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) generally is computationally intractable. In this paper, we study a special POMDP class, namely informative POMDPs, where each observation provides good albeit incomplete information about world states. We propose two ways to accelerate value iteration algorithm for such POMDPs. First, dynamic programming (DP) updates can be carried out over a relatively small subset of belief space. Conducting DP updates over subspace leads to two advantages: representational savings in space and computational savings in time. Second, a point-based procedure is used to cut down the number of iterations for value iteration over subspace to converge. Empirical studies are presented to demonstrate various computational gains.
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**Introduction**

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) provide a general framework for AI planning problems where effects of actions are nondeterministic and the state of the world is not known with certainty. Unfortunately, solving general POMDPs is computationally intractable (Papadimitriou & Tsitsiklis 1987). For this reason, special classes of POMDPs incur much attention recently in the community (e.g., (Hansen 1998; Zhang & Liu 1997)).

In this paper, we study a class of POMDPs, namely informative POMDPs, where any observation can restrict the world into a unique state. Informative POMDPs come to be a median ground in terms of informative degree of observations. In one extreme case, unobservable POMDPs assume that observations do not provide any information about world states (e.g., (Hauskrecht 2000)). In other words, an observation cannot restrict the world into any range of states. In another extreme case, fully observable MDPs assume that an observation restricts the world into a unique state.

For informative POMDPs, we propose two ways to accelerate value iteration. First, for such POMDPs, we observe that dynamic programming (DP) updates can be carried out over a subset of belief space. DP updates over a subset leads to two advantages: fewer vectors are in need to represent a value function over a subset; computational savings are gained in computing sets of vectors representing value functions over the subset. Second, to further enhance our capability of solving informative POMDPs, a point-based procedure is integrated into value iteration over the subset (Zhang & Zhang 2001). The procedure effectively cuts down the number of iterations for value iteration to converge. The integrated algorithm is able to solve an informative POMDP with 105 states, 35 observations and 5 actions within 430 CPU seconds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section, we introduce background knowledge and conventional notations. In the following section, we discuss problem characteristics of informative POMDPs and problem examples in the literature. Next, we show how the problem characteristics can be exploited in value iteration. Then, we report experiments on comparing value iteration over belief space and over a subset of it. In the next section, we integrate the point-based procedure to value iteration over a subset of belief space. In the final section, we briefly discuss some related work.
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**Background**

In a POMDP model, the environment is described by a set of states $S$. The agent changes the states by executing one of a finite set of actions $A$. At each point in time, the world is in one state $s$. Based on the information it has, the agent chooses and executes an action $a$. Consequently, it receives an immediate reward $r(s, a)$ and the world moves stochastically into another state $s'$ according to a transition probability $P(s'|s, a)$. Thereafter, the agent receives an observation $z$ from a finite set $Z$ according to an observation probability $P(z|s', a)$. The process repeats itself.

Information that the agent has about the current state of the world can be summarized by a probability distribution over $S$ (Astrom 1965). The probability distribution is called a belief state and is denoted by $b$. The set of all possible belief states is called the belief space and is denoted by $B$. A belief subspace or simply subspace is a subset of $B$. If the agent observes $z$ after taking action $a$ in belief state $b$, its next belief state $b'$ is updated as:

$$b'(s') = kP(z|s', a) \sum_s P(s'|s, a)b(s) \quad (1)$$
where $k$ is a re-normalization constant. We will sometimes denote this new belief state by $\tau(b, a, z)$.

A policy prescribes an action for each possible belief state. In other words, it is a mapping from $B$ to $A$. Associated with policy $\pi$ is its value function $V^\pi$. For each belief state $b$, $V^\pi(b)$ is the expected total discounted reward that the agent receives by following the policy starting from $b$, i.e., $V^\pi(b) = E_{\pi,b}[\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \lambda^t r_t]$, where $r_t$ is the reward received at time $t$ and $0 \leq \lambda < 1$ is the discount factor. It is known that there exists a policy $\tau^*$ such that $V^\tau^*(b) \geq V^\pi(b)$ for any other policy $\pi$ and any belief state $b$. Such a policy is called an optimal policy. The value function of an optimal policy is called the optimal value function. We denote it by $V^\pi$. For any positive number $\epsilon$, a policy $\pi$ is $\epsilon$-optimal if $V^\pi(b) + \epsilon \geq V^\tau^*(b)$ for any belief state $b$.

The dynamic programming (DP) update operator $T$ maps a value function $V$ to another value function $TV$ that is defined as follows: for any $b \in B$,

$$TV(b) = \max_a [r(b, a) + \lambda \sum_z P(z|b, a)V(\tau(b, a, z))]$$

where $r(b, a) = \sum_a r(s, a)b(s)$ is the expected reward if action $a$ is taken in $b$.

Value iteration is an algorithm for finding $\epsilon$-optimal value functions. It starts with an initial value function $V_0$ and iterates using the formula: $V_n = TV_{n-1}$. Value iteration terminates when the Bellman residual $\max_b |V_n(b) - V_{n-1}(b)|$ falls below $\epsilon(1 - \lambda)/2\lambda$. When it does, the value function $V_n$ is $\epsilon$-optimal.

Value function $V_n$ is piecewise linear and convex (PLC) and can be represented by a finite set of $|S|$-dimensional vectors (Sondik 1971). It is usually denoted by $V_n$. In value iteration, a DP update computes a set $V_{n+1}$ representing $V_n$ and representing $V_{n+1}$.

### Problem Characteristics

In general, a POMDP agent perceives the world by receiving observations. Starting from any state, if the agent executes an action $a$ and receives an observation $z$, world states can be categorized into two classes by the observation model: states the agent can reach and states it cannot. Formally, the set of reachable states is $\{s|s \in S$ and $P(z|s, a) > 0\}$. We denote it by $S_{az}$.

An $[a, z]$ pair is said to be informative if the size $|S_{az}|$ is much smaller than $|S|$. Intuitively, if the pair $[a, z]$ is informative, after executing $a$ and receiving $z$, the agent knows that the true world states are restricted into a small set. An observation $z$ is said to be informative if $[a, z]$ is informative for every action $a$ giving rise to $z$. Intuitively, an observation is informative if it always gives the agent an idea about world states regardless of the execution at previous time point. A POMDP is said to be informative if all observations are informative. In other words, any observation the agent receives always provides it a good idea about world states. Since one observation is received at each time point, a POMDP agent always has a good albeit imperfect idea about the world.

Informative POMDPS are especially suitable and appropriate for modeling a class of problems. In this class, a problem is described by a number of variables (fluents). Some variables are observable while others are not. The possible assignments to observable variables form the observation space. A specific assignment to observable variables restricts the world states into a small range of them. A slotted Aloha protocol problem belongs to this class (Bertsekas & Gallager 1995; Cassandra 1998). Similar problem characteristics also exist in a non-stationary environment model proposed for reinforcement learning (Choi et al. 1999).

### Exploiting Problem Characteristics

In this section, we show how informativeness can be exploited in value iteration. We start from belief subspace representation.

**Belief subspace**

We are interested in particular subspace type: belief simplex. It is specified by a list of extreme belief states. The simplex with extreme belief states $b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_k$ consists of all belief states of the form $\sum_{i=1}^k \lambda_i b_i$ where $\lambda_i \geq 0$ and $\sum_{i=1}^k \lambda_i = 1$.

Suppose the current belief state is $b$. If the agent executes an action $a$ and receives an observation $z$, its next belief state is $\tau(b, a, z)$. If we vary the belief state in the belief space $B$, we obtain a set $\{\tau(b, a, z) | b \in B\}$. Abusing notation, we denote this set by $\tau(B, a, z)$. In words, no matter which belief state the agent starts from, if it receives $z$ after performing $a$, its next belief state must be in $\tau(B, a, z)$. Obviously, $\tau(B, a, z) \subset B$.

Belief states in the set $\tau(B, a, z)$ have nice property which can be explored in context of informative POMDPS. By belief state update equation, if state $s'$ is not in the set $S_{az}$, the belief $b'(s')$ equals 0. The nonzero beliefs must distribute over states in $S_{az}$. To reveal the relation between belief states and the set $S_{az}$, we define a subset of $B$:

$$\phi(B, a, z) = \{b | \sum_{s \in S_{az}} b(s) = 1.0, \forall s \in S_{az}, b(s) \geq 0\}$$

It can be proven that for any belief state $b, \tau(b, a, z)$ must be in the above set. Therefore, $\tau(B, a, z)$ is a subset of $\phi(B, a, z)$ for a pair $[a, z]$. It is easy to see that $\phi(B, a, z)$ is a simplex in which each extreme point has probability mass on one state.

We consider the union of subspaces $\bigcup_{a, z} \phi(B, a, z)$ for all possible combinations of actions and observations. It consists of all the belief states the agent can encounter. In other words, the agent can never get out of this set. To ease presentation, we denote this set by $\phi(B, A, Z)$. Since each simplex in it is a subset of $B$, so is $\phi(B, A, Z)$.

One example on belief space and subspaces is shown in Figure 1. A POMDP has four states and four observations. Its belief region is the tetrahedron ABCD where A, B, C and D are extreme belief states. For simplicity, we also use these letters to refer to the states. Suppose that $S_{az}$ sets are independent of the actions. More specifically, for any action $a$,
Vectors are of smaller dimensions. If one represents the same value function over a subspace \( \phi(B, A, Z) \) by \( V_{n}^{\phi(B,A,Z)}(b) \), then it follows that \( V_{n}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \) is a mapping from the simplex \( S_{az} \) to \( S_{az_{1}} \). For an observation \( z \), we use \( \delta_{z} \) to denote the mapped vector in \( V_{n}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \). Given an action \( a \) and a mapping \( \delta \), the vector, denoted by \( \beta_{n,\delta} \), is defined as follows: for each \( s \in S_{a} \),

\[
\beta_{n,\delta}(s) = r(s, a) + \lambda \sum_{s' \in \Delta_{az}} P(s'|s, a)P(z'|s', a)\delta_{z}(s').
\]

By enumerating all possible combinations of actions and mappings, one can define different vectors. All these vectors form a set \( V_{n+1} \), i.e., \( \{\beta_{n,\delta} | a \in A, \delta : Z \rightarrow V_{n}\} \). It turns out that this set represents value function \( V_{n+1} \).

We move forward to define a vector in \( V_{n+1} \) given an array \( V_{n+1} \). Similar to the case in DP update \( T_{n} \), a vector in set \( V_{n+1} \) can be defined by a pair of action \( a \) and a mapping \( \delta \) but with two important modifications. First, the mapping \( \delta \) is from set of observations to the array \( V_{n}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \). Moreover, for an observation \( z \), we use \( \delta_{z} \) to denote a mapping \( \delta \), a vector, denoted by \( \beta_{n,\delta} \), can be defined as follows:

for each \( s \) in \( S_{az_{1}}^{'} \),

\[
\beta_{n,\delta}(s) = r(s, a) + \lambda \sum_{s' \in \Delta_{az}} P(s'|s, a)P(z'|s', a)\delta_{z}(s').
\]

A couple of remarks are in order for the above definition. First, \( \beta_{n,\delta} \) has only \( |S_{az_{1}}^{'}| \) components. For states outside \( S_{az_{1}}^{'} \), it is unnecessary to allocate space for them. Second, given the action \( a \) and observation \( z \), when we define the component \( \beta_{n,\delta}(s) \), we only need to account for next states in \( S_{az_{1}} \). This is true because for other states the probabilities of observing \( z \) are zero. It is important to note that an \( S_{az_{1}}^{'} \) dimensional vector \( \beta_{n,\delta} \) is constructed by making use of \( |Z| \) vectors: these vectors are of different dimensions because they come from different representing sets over simplexes.

If we enumerate all possible combinations of actions and mappings above, we can define various vectors. These vectors form a set...
\[
\{ \beta, \delta \in A, \delta : Z \rightarrow \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} & \forall z, \delta_z \in \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \}.
\]

The set is denoted by \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a',z').} \). The following lemma reveals the relation between the set and value function \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a',z')} \).

**Lemma 1.** For any pair \([a, z]\), the set \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \) represents value function \( V_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \) over simplex \( \phi(B, a, z) \). \( \square \)

For now, we are able to construct a set \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)} \) for a pair \([a, z]\). A complete DP update over \( \phi(B, A, Z) \) needs to construct such sets for all possible pairs of actions and observations. After these sets are constructed, they are pooled together to form an array \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \). It induces a value function by (2). It can be proved that the array \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) represents value function \( V_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) over set \( \phi(B, A, Z) \). The following theorem means that \( V_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) defines the same value function as \( V_{n+1} \) over set \( \phi(B, A, Z) \).

**Theorem 1.** For any \( b \) in \( \phi(B, A, Z) \),

\[
V_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)}(b) = V_{n+1}(b).
\]

As a corollary of the above theorem, we remark that, if \( b \) is a belief state in the intersection of two simplexes \( \phi(B, a_1, z_1) \) and \( \phi(B, a_2, z_2) \) for two pairs \([a_1, z_1]\) and \([a_2, z_2]\), \( V_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a_1,z_1)}(b) = V_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a_2,z_2)}(b) \).

**Complexity analysis**

DP update \( TV_n \) improves values for belief space \( B \), while DP update of computing \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) from \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) improves values for subspace \( \phi(B, A, Z) \). Since the subspace is much smaller than \( B \) in an informative POMDP, one expects: (1) fewer vectors are in need to represent a value function over a subspace; and (2) since keeping useful vectors needs solve linear programs, this would lead to computational gains in time cost. Our empirical studies confirmed these two expectations.

**Value iteration over subspace**

Value iteration over subspace starts with a value function \( V_0^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \). Each set in it is initialized to contain a zero-vector of \( |S_{az}| \)-dimension.

As value iteration continues, the Bellman Residual becomes smaller between two consecutive value functions over \( \phi(B, A, Z) \). When the residual over \( \phi(B, A, Z) \) falls below a predetermined threshold, it is also the case for the residual over any simplex. This suggests that the stopping criterion depends on residuals over simplexes. When the quantity \( \max_a \max_z \max_b \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)}(b) - \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)}(b) \) is set to be \( \eta \), value iteration should terminate.

When value iteration terminates, it outputs the array \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \). A value function \( V \) over the entire belief space can be defined by one step lookahead operator as follows (\( \forall b \in B \)):

\[
V(b) = \max_a \{ r(a,b) + \sum_z P(z|b,a) \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a,z)}(\tau(b,a,z)) \}.
\]

The value function \( V \) defined is said to be \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \)-greedy.

The hope is that if \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) is a good value function over \( \phi(B, A, Z) \), so is \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \)-greedy value function. The following theorem shows how the threshold \( \eta \) impacts the quality of value function \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \) and \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \)-greedy value function.

**Theorem 2.** If \( \eta \leq \epsilon(1 - \lambda)/(2|Z|) \) and value iteration over \( \phi(B,A,Z) \) outputs \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \), then \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \)-greedy value function is \( \epsilon \)-optimal over the entire belief space. \( \square \)

This theorem is important for two reasons. First, although value iteration over subspace computes a value function over a subset of belief space, \( \epsilon \)-optimal value function over the entire belief space can be obtained by one step lookahead operator. Second, due to the availability of \( \epsilon \)-optimal value function over \( B \), the agent can use it to select action for any belief state in \( B \). This is true for any initial belief states. Although \( \phi(B, A, Z) \) consists of all belief states the agent can encounter after receiving any observation, the initial belief state does not necessarily belong to this set. The theorem implies that the \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,Z)} \)-greedy value function can be used to guide the agent to select near optimal action for any initial belief state.

Finally, we note that to guarantee the \( \epsilon \)-optimality, the threshold \( \eta \) (set to \( \epsilon(1 - \lambda)/(2|Z|) \)) in value iteration over subspace is smaller than that over belief space. This stopping criterion is said to be the strict one. If \( \eta \) is set to be \( \epsilon(1 - \lambda)/(2\lambda) \) for value iteration over subspace, the condition is the loose stopping criterion. In our experiments, we use the loose stopping criterion.

**Experiments**

Experiments have been designed to test the performances of value iteration algorithms with and without exploiting the informative characteristics. Here we report results on a 3x3 grid world problem in Figure 2. It has nine states and the location 8 (marked by *) is the goal state. The grid is divided by three rows and three columns. There are three locations along any row or column. The agent can perform one of four nominal-direction moving actions or a declaring success action. After performing a moving action, the agent reaches a neighboring location with probability 0.80 and stays at the same location with probability 0.20. Reasonable constraints are imposed to moving actions. For instance, if the agent is in location 0 and moves north, it stays at the same location. A declare-success action does not change the agent’s location. After performing any action, the agent is informed of the column number with certainty. As such, the problem has three observations: col-0, col-1 and col-2. A move action incurs a cost of -1. If the agent declares success in location 8, it receives a reward of 10; if it does so in other locations, it receives a cost of -2.
This POMDP is informative. If value iteration is conducted without exploiting informativeness, one need to improve values over space \( \mathcal{B} = \{b | \sum_{i=0}^{8} b(s_i) = 1.0\} \). Since the observations are column numbers and independent of actions, DP update over subspace need to account for three simplexes: \( \mathcal{B}_j = \{b | \sum_{3j,3j+1,3j+2} b(s_j) = 1.0\} \) for \( j=0,1,2 \) where \( j \) is the column number.

Our experiments are conducted on a SUN SPARC workstation. The discount factor is set to 0.95. The precision parameter is set to 0.000001. The quality requirement \( \epsilon \) is set to 0.01. We use the loose stopping criterion. In our experiments, incremental pruning [12,5] is used to compute sets of vectors representing value functions over belief space or subspace. For convenience, we use \( \mathcal{V} \) and \( \mathcal{V} \) to refer to the value iteration algorithms with and without exploiting regularities respectively. We compare \( \mathcal{V} \) and \( \mathcal{V} \) at each iteration along two dimensions: the size of set representing value function and time cost to conduct a DP update. The results are presented in Figure 3.

The first chart in the figure depicts the number of vectors in log-scale generated at each iteration for \( \mathcal{V} \) and \( \mathcal{V} \). In \( \mathcal{V} \), at each iteration, we collect the sizes of sets representing value functions. In \( \mathcal{V} \), we compute three sets representing value functions over three simplexes and report the sum of the sizes of these three sets. For this problem, except the first iterations, \( \mathcal{V} \) generates significantly more vectors than \( \mathcal{V} \). In \( \mathcal{V} \), after a severe growth, the number of vectors tends to be stable. In this case, value functions over belief space are represented by over 10,000 vectors. In contrary, the number of vectors generated by \( \mathcal{V} \) is much smaller. Our experiments show that the maximum number is below 150. After \( \mathcal{V} \) terminates, the value function is represented by only 28 vectors.

Due to the big difference between numbers of vectors generated by \( \mathcal{V} \) and \( \mathcal{V} \), \( \mathcal{V} \) is significantly efficient than \( \mathcal{V} \). This is demonstrated in the second chart in Figure 3. Note that CPU times in the figure are drawn in log-scale. When \( \mathcal{V} \) terminates after 207 iterations, it takes around 2,700 seconds. On average, one DP update takes less than 13 seconds. For \( \mathcal{V} \), it never terminates within reasonable time limit. By our data, it takes 1,052,590 seconds for the first 25 iterations. On average, each iteration takes around 42,000 seconds. Comparing with \( \mathcal{V} \), we see that \( \mathcal{V} \) is drastically efficient.

### Integrating Point-based Improvement

In this section, we integrate a point-based improving procedure into value iteration over subspace and report our experiments on a larger POMDP problem.

#### Point-based improvement

The standard DP update \( TV \) is difficult because it has to account for infinite number of belief states. However, given a set \( \mathcal{V} \) and a belief state \( b \), computing the vector in the set \( TV \) is much easier. This can be accomplished by using a so-called backup operator.

Given a set \( \mathcal{V} \) of vectors, a point-based procedure heuristically generates a finite set of belief points and back up on the set to obtain a set of vectors. It is designed to have this property: the value function represented by the set of backup vectors is better than the input set \( \mathcal{V} \). Because the set of belief states are generated heuristically, point-based improvements is much cheaper than DP improvements.

A point-based value iteration algorithm interleave standard DP update with multiple steps of point-based improvements. The standard DP update ensures that the output value function is \( \epsilon \)-optimal when value iteration terminates.

#### Backup operator

In value iteration over subspace, DP update computes \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,A,z)} \) from \( \mathcal{V}_n^{\phi(B,A,z)} \). To do so, it computes the set \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a',z')} \) for each \( [a', z'] \) pair. It is conceivable that this is still not so easy because \( \phi(B, a', z') \) usually consists of infinite number of belief states.

Consequently, it is necessary to design a point based procedure to improve \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a',z')} \) before it is fed to DP update over subspace \( \phi(B, a', z') \). We can generate heuristically a finite set of belief states in the simplex and back up on this set to obtain a set of vectors. The key problem is, given a set \( \mathcal{V}_n^{\phi(B,A,z)} \) and a belief state \( b \) in \( \phi(B, a', z') \), how to compute a vector in the set \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a',z')} \)? We can define a backup operator in this context. The backup vector can be built by three steps as follows.

1. For each action \( a \) and each observation \( z \), find the vector in \( \mathcal{V}_n^{\phi(B,a,z)} \) that has maximum inner product with \( \tau(b, a, z) \). Denote it by \( \beta_{a,z} \).
2. For each action \( a \), construct a vector \( \beta_a \) by: for each \( s \) in the set \( S_{a', z'} \),
   \[
   \beta_a(s) = r(s, a) + \lambda \sum_{z \in \mathcal{Z}} \sum_{s' \in S_{a,z}} P(s', z | s, a) \beta_{a,z}(s')
   \]
   where \( P(s', z | s, a) \) equals to \( P(s' | s, a) P(z | s, a) \).
3. Find the vector, among the \( \beta_{a,z} \)’s, that has maximum inner product with \( b \). Denote it by \( \beta \).

It can be proven that \( \beta \) is a vector in \( \mathcal{V}_{n+1}^{\phi(B,a',z')} \). With the backup operator, before the set \( \mathcal{V}_n^{\phi(B,a,z)} \) is fed to DP update over subspace, it is improved by multiple steps of
point-based procedure. After these preliminary steps, the improved sets are fed to DP update over subspace. As such, we expect that the number of iterations can be reduced as value iteration converges.

**Experiments**

The problem is an extended version of the 3x3 grid world. It is illustrated in Figure 4. It has 35 columns. The goal location is 104, marked by * in the figure. The agent is informed of its column number. So the problem has 105 states, 35 observations and 5 actions. The transition and observation models are similar to those in 3x3 grid world.

For simplicity, we use PB-VI1 and VI1 to refer to the algorithms conducting DP over subspace with and without integration of point-based procedure. Due to space limit, we report only on the time cost of DP update in VI1 and PB-VI1. For convenience, the time reported for a DP update of PB-VI1 consists of two portions: the time for multiple point-based improvements and the time for a DP update over subspace. The results are collected in Figure 5. Note that the time axis is drawn in log-scale.

We see that VI1 stand-alone is still insufficient to solve the problem. It takes little time in first 15 iterations but the DP time grows later on. For instance, for the 20th iteration, it takes 2,500 CPU seconds and for 27th iteration, it takes 9,000 seconds. It is believed that VI can by no means solve this problem.

The situation changes when the point-based procedure is integrated. PB-VI1 converges in 425 seconds after 36 DP updates (plus point-based improvements) over belief subspace. On average, each iteration takes less than 15 seconds. It is much faster than VI1. In addition, VI1 needs to run 207 iterations to converge for 3x3 grid world (mentioned in previous section). Taking this as a reference, we also note that the point-based procedure is still efficient in cutting down the number of iterations for VI1 to converge.

**Related Work and Future Directions**

Our concept of informative POMDPs is very similar to that of regional observable POMDPs in (Zhang & Liu 1997). Both of them assume that any observation restricts the World into a small set of states. In (Zhang & Liu 1997), a regional observable POMDP is proposed to approximate an original POMDP and value iterations for regional observable POMDPs are conducted over the entire belief space. Our work focuses on accelerating value iterations for such POMDP class by restricting them over a subset of belief space.

The approach we use to exclude belief states from being considered works much like that in reachability analysis (e.g., see (Dean et al. 1995; Boutilier et al. 1998)). In fully observable MDP, this technique is used to restrict value iteration over a small subset of state space. Even although...
value iteration is restricted into a subspace for informative POMDPs, we show that value function of good quality over entire belief space can be obtained from value functions over its subset. In addition, as mentioned previously, the value function generated by value iteration over subspace is guaranteed to be 6-optimality without much effort.
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